
 HUB     Cycling     -     Langley     Local     Committee 
 Meeting     Minutes 

 Date:     Wednesday,     May     24,     2023 

 Location:     Online     meeting 

 1.  Welcome     &     Introductions 

 Attendees:     Sarah     Kikkert,     John     Evanochko,     Rejean     Beaulieu,     Jonathan     Mak 

 2.  Minutes     from     April     19,     2023     were     circulated     with     no     comments.     Already     posted     by 

 Jonathan. 

 3.  Old     Business 

 a.  Langley     City     update 

 i.  We     were     approached     by     COL     to     discuss     end     of     trip     facilities     and     John 

 volunteered     to     meet     with     Don     Osborne     of     the     COL’s     safety     committee. 

 John     shared     his     thoughts     from     previous     work     in     this     area.     Don     expressed 

 difficulties     due     to     business     owners     not     having     the     ability     to     install     bike 

 racks     as     they     were     not     the     property     owners,     and     COL     depending     heavily 

 on     Translink     funding. 

 b.  Langley     Township     update 

 i.  Plastic     delineators     have     been     added     to     Glover     Road. 

 ii.  John     has     been     watching     out     for     information     about     consultation     on     the 

 Master     Transportation     Plan,     which     is     supposed     to     occur     this     year.     He     has 

 not     seen     anything     and     will     be     reaching     out     to     Township     engineering     to 

 enquire. 

 iii.  John     noted     that     the     TOL     had     installed     a     speed     reader     board     on     40th     Ave 

 in     the     ravine.     The     board     only     indicates     60     kmh     (the     posted     speed     limit)     or 

 “Slow     Down”     or     “Too     Fast”     for     those     who     are     driving     above     the     limit.     This 

 does     not     seem     to     provide     a     significant     incentive     to     slow     down, 
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 4.  New     Business 

 a.  T’sai     update     -     Rejean     met     with     Paul     Cardiero     of     the     TOL     since     our     last     meeting. 

 Cardiero     discussed     the     TOL’s     recent     work     on     various     MUPs     but     there     was     no 

 discussion     of     the     signage     project.     Since     then     he     has     met     with     the     new     director     of 

 Parks     and     Recreation     for     the     TOL     and     she     was     more     receptive     but     may     have 

 misunderstood     his     request.     He     has     reached     out     to     Mayor     Woodward     and 

 Councillor     Pratt     but     had     no     response. 

 Rejean     met     with     the     COL     head     of     Parks     and     Rec     and     had     a     much     more 

 satisfactory     meeting.     He     is     working     on     a     Google     map     showing     the     locations     for 

 the     T’sai     signage     points.     He     also     met     with     the     COL     Heritage     Advisory     Committee, 

 which     was     not     very     productive. 

 5.  Other     Business/     Announcements/     Upcoming     Events 

 a.  Langley     fatality     -     a     cyclist     was     killed     late     last     week     during     the     night     on     200th 

 Street     near     68th     Ave.     HUB     has     been     discussing     with     Translink     -     the     incident 

 occurred     on     the     southbound     lanes.     We     noted     there     is     a     new     driving     lane     under 

 construction     there     which     opens     out     to     traffic     at     its     end.     There     is     a     MUP     off     the 

 road     on     both     sides     (the     road     is     7     lanes     wide     in     this     area).     Translink     is     looking     for 

 a     potential     solution     to     improve     safety     in     this     area.     It     is     difficult     to     identify     due     to 

 the     nature     of     the     roadways.     The     location     is     also     at     the     boundary     between     the 

 Willoughby     community     plan     and     the     Willowbrook     community     plan. 

 The     Willowbrook     community     plan     is     in     the     process     of     being     updated     but     the 

 mayor     disbanded     the     previous     working     group     so     it’s     not     clear     how     this     is 

 progressing. 

 b.  Ungap     the     Map 

 The     Langley     section     of     the     Gap     Map     has     not     been     updated     since     2018     and     is 

 severely     lacking     in     identified     gaps.     Sarah     and     John     will     review     the     map     over     the 

 next     2     months     and     revisit     it     in     committee     at     the     July     meeting. 

 c.  Go     by     Bike     Week     starts     next     week 

 6.  Next     meeting     date:     Wednesday,     June     21,     2023     @     7pm 

 7.  Meeting     Adjournment     7:56     pm 
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